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14K Gold Jade & Pearl Brooch

http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-168/Circa-1920-14K-Gold-Jade-Seed
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-168/Circa-1920-14K-Gold-Jade-Seed
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-775/Vintage-Chinese-14K-Gold-White-Jade
http://www.apple.com
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-142/Vintage-14K-Gold-Apple-Green-Jade
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Understanding Jade !
Few gemstones these days are more popular - or more misunderstood - than jade. 
Driven largely by the newly affluent Chinese consumer to whom it was once again 
a status symbol rivaling its importance in pre-revolutionary, dynastic China, jade 
prices soared through the first years of the 21st Century. Although a full and 
thorough understanding of this marvelous gemstone is far beyond the scope of this 
forum, we hope you’ll find some basic knowledge helpful in negotiating what has 
become an often confusing marketplace. 

There are two distinct gems that may correctly be called jade - jadeite and 
nephrite.  

Jadeite is the more valuable and rare of the two. It’s value is dependent first and 
foremost on its color, which varies widely and includes many shades of green, 
yellow, brown, red, orange, black, gray and white. A rich, pure emerald green 
referred to as, “Imperial Jade,” is the most valuable, followed by less vivid 
“apple” and “kingfisher” greens, a translucent white variety that’s spotted or 
streaked with green and called “moss-in-snow,” and lavender. Beyond color, the 
ideal jadeite is semitransparent with a fine and smooth texture and a glassy or 
vitreous luster. Jadeite in general is apt to have mottled color, sometimes with 
small black specks, and is often found with two or more colors within a single 
specimen.  

Nephrite is far more plentiful and significantly less valuable than jadeite. It’s 
colors are less pure and include a range of greens, reddish brown, white, yellow, 
black and gray. It is also more commonly opaque and has a greasy or pearly 
luster. Nephrite is very strong and was used to make axe heads and other weapons 
or implements centuries before jadeite made its way from Burma (Myanmar) to 
China. Siberian nephrite, a particularly attractive variant, was a favorite of 
Fabergé.  
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Understanding Jade !
With the increase in popularity and value of jade over the past decade-or-so has 
come a corresponding increase in imitations, misnomers and treatments. Among 
the stones that may be mistakenly bought or sold as jade are serpentine, 
aventurine, chrysoprase, soapstone, carnelian and calcite. Jade may be dyed, 
heated to change or enhance color, and/or bleached to remove impurities before 
being injected with colored polymer-plastics. Although many of the imitations and 
treatments may be discovered by a simple examination for such things as dye-
pooling at depressions or fissures, the presence of non-jade characteristics such as 
softness, and etc., the bleaching/polymer injection process discovered in the 1980’s 
requires an expensive infrared spectrometer to discern.  

Differentiating natural jadeite and nephrite from the many similar stones and 
enhanced examples in the gemstone and jewelry marketplaces can seem like a 
daunting task. We hope these basic facts have furthered your understanding and 
appreciation for this elegant gemstone, and will serve as an impetus to further 
study. We encourage everyone to handle as many examples of jade and the other 
gemstones mentioned here as often as possible as there is truly no substitute for 
“hands-on” experience. In the meantime and as always, we urge you to know your 
jeweler, and don’t hesitate to ask him/her as many questions as is necessary to 
satisfy your interest and curiosity. 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Myanmar Jade Market
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What’s New! !
We’re pretty excited about our most recent purchases, most of which will be 
showing up at Marzilli Vintage in the coming few weeks. The following examples 
are just a small sampling of what’s coming! A collection of 1970’s - early 1990’s 
designer clothing and accessories purchased in August has already started to 
trickle in with the several Issey Miyake, Gaultier and Yamamoto pieces, as well as 
the terrific Art Deco style Judith Leiber purse, authenticated and identified by the 
Judith Leiber museum, seen below. Other items coming soon from this wonderful 
Maine estate include more from the above designers, a wonderful Alaia structured 
leather jacket, Prada, Ferragamo and Kelian shoes and boots, Hermes and other 
scarves and more.  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Judith Leiber Art 
Deco Envelope 

Handbag

Issey Miyake Pleated DressYohji Yamamoto Two-Piece Wool Suit

http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-672/Vintage-Issey-Miyake-Pleated-Blue-Sleeveless
http://www.rubylane.com/shop/marzillivintage
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-672/Vintage-Issey-Miyake-Pleated-Blue-Sleeveless
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-752/1974-Judith-Leiber-Art-Deco-Karung
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-786/Vintage-1980x27s-Yohji-Yamamoto-Two-Piece
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-786/Vintage-1980x27s-Yohji-Yamamoto-Two-Piece
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-752/1974-Judith-Leiber-Art-Deco-Karung
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What’s New! !
We’ll also be listing some earlier clothing in the coming weeks, including an 
opulent circa 1915 beaded dress, a 1920’s/30’s mens’ work shirt, a Dobbs 
collapsible top hat in its original box, a fantastic metallic lace flapper skull cap 
with beads and pearls, a colorful 1920’s embroidered dress and lots more. Jewelry 
will include a fine Art Deco Chinese amethyst pendant necklace, sapphire, 
diamond, and other gold rings, gold charms including the rare, just-listed prisoner 
below, a cameo or two, a coral necklace, a 14K gold garnet line bracelet, lots of 
silver and much more from all categories. We offer a “no questions asked” return 
policy with a three day inspection period, and layaway purchases with flexible 
terms are always available. For a great selection of advantageously priced vintage 
clothing, jewelry and accessories from the same Maine homes and estates, please 
check our Ruby Lane sister shop,  The Vintage Genie!
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Rare 14K Gold Yale Mechanical Jail 
Charm With Enameled Prisoner - Dated 

1911

http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-801/14K-Gold-Yale-Mechanical-Jail-Charm
http://www.rubylane.com/shop/thevintagegenie
http://www.rubylane.com/item/546129-G-801/14K-Gold-Yale-Mechanical-Jail-Charm

